SAFER, SMARTER
DETENTION
MANAGEMENT

One Tool to Track All Inmate and
Facility Details
Omnigo’s Jail Management Software (JMS) provides full detention
management capabilities for municipal and country jails of virtually
any size.
Ideal for integration with other Omnigo public safety software
modules, JMS provides both inmate and facility management in
one simple-to-use package that allows you to track every detail
associated with the inmates, expenses, and activities of your facility.
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ENHANCE SAFETY WITH SMARTER INMATE
TRACKING
JMS includes a Medical Intake Questionnaire and an inmate
Assessment to determine appropriate levels of confinement.
Users can also include information on medication usage,
criminal activity, and known associate/gang affiliations. In the
event of previous encounters within Omnigo’s JMS or RMS, data
is auto populated to reduce data entry.

SAVE TIME WITH STREAMLINED OPERATIONS
Jail Incident Reports are built in, allowing corrections officers to
document non-criminal incidents. Inmate Restrictions can then
be managed and appear on the Overview screen for quick
reference. With Omnigo’s option NCIC interfaces, visitors can be
quickly processed, complete with wanted/warrant checks.

CONVENIENT INMATE BANKING
Omnigo’s JMS module includes an inmate banking system and
has optional interfaces for third-party commissary systems.
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Additional features include:
Inmate activities
Inmate overview
 Visitor control/badge printing
 Restrictions and alerts
 Watch lists
 Query/report writer
 Medical Events
 Medications & dispensing
 Alias tracking
 Known associates/gang affiliations
 Criminal activity
 Optional interfaces for Third-Party Commissary, Victim
Notification NCIC, and Live Scan
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ABOUT OMNIGO
For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been
the preferred choice for law enforcement, education, healthcare,
gaming, hospitality, and corporate enterprises. Currently,
Omnigo’s solutions are used by over 2,000 customers in 20
different countries. At Omnigo, we’re committed to helping
customers secure their organizations’ property, control
operational costs, and ensure the safety of the general public.
We believe our customers deserve the best support available to
protect their people, assets, and brand. We also understand how
challenging it can be to protect the community without the
proper resources. We’re here to arm users with the best tools in
the industry. With a team that includes former law enforcement,
first responders, and other public safety professionals, we’re
uniquely qualified to understand exactly what our customers
need to protect their community.

LEARN MORE OR
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com
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